
CLGRA Annual General Meeting 
Thursday 17th March, 7pm at the RSL 

Presidents Report –Annual General Meeting 
As we leap into another year, it is fitting to examine the achievements of the past 12 months.  We took up the issue of inconsistent planning approvals/site coverage with Council.  Surprisingly, we were asked to supply Council with a list of properties we thought were in excess of the Council guidelines.  As Council receives all applications, together with scale site plans we believe they are in the best position to determine whether a development application meets their planning policies/guidelines. However, in the interests of our residents we pointed out particular examples for the Council. 
We fully support the Heritage Listing of  the whole of  the suburb and sincerely hope that most residents also share these values.  If  we allow the visual ambience of  the suburb to be diluted by inappropriate developments of  the fronts of   properties, we increase the risk that we may lose that heritage status.  If  that occurs we become like any other suburb, open to rampant development,  and not the unique place where we live.  There are very few complete examples of  early 20th Century urban developments in the world.  We are in a very special place, lets keep it that way.  We can at least extend our properties to the rear, unlike the similar London heritage suburb of  Brentham where alterations to any external parts of  the buildings are prohibited.  Your Resident’s Association has the following Constitutional aims, to:- · Be concerned with the physical development and environment of  Colonel Light Gardens · Protect the residential amenity within the suburb of  Colonel Light Gardens · Discuss, and at its discretion, represent the views and interests of  residents.  We do not resile from these aims.  We have also raised the continuing issues about Mortlock Park and the Mortlock Park Master Concept Plan, drawn up in 2013 following an extensive survey and approved by Council.  Some work has already been completed at the Park and we have invited our local Councillors and a representative of Council to bring us all up to date on where the ‘Plan’ currently sits.  The Concept Plan was quite clear in the separation of the two grassed sporting arenas with a tree lined path.  The Plan did not specify what sporting groups/activities would be suitable on each of the ovals.  Our Association believes there is scope for both organised sport and diverse recreational use of the Park.  We hope an amiable balance can be found between the needs of existing park users and the aspirations of the Concept Plan.   I would like to thank the Committee for their support, encouragement and contributions to the running of the Association and for embracing our new look Newsletter.  And I would like to thank also, those residents who have contacted us during the year with a variety of issues, and hope that we have managed to answer those concerns.  Our Annual General Meeting on March 17th sees a new committee elected.  This is your committee.   Current members may nominate for any 
position.  If you would like to get involved, come along at 7pm at the RSL.  See you there. 

Mick Symonds, President. 
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Save Our Suburbs 
Let’s not be complacent - this is the message from the latest Save Our Suburbs Adelaide Inc. (SOSA) newsletter. 
SOSA is an Association of representatives from Adelaide’s Residents Associations of which CLGRA is a member.  They actively monitor planning legislation and local council development plans in order to identify inappropriate development which unsympathetically replaces single dwellings with multiple occupancies. Their January newsletter attacks Planning Minister John Rau for “trying to ram his Planning and Infrastructure Bill through Parliament’s Upper House.” 

“While the [proposed] legislation is purported to be about streamlining our current planning system, it is clearly designed to force more high density housing on to local communities.  The new regime will usher in a large-scale centralization of planning powers in a State Planning Commission, Regional Planning Boards and Regional Development Assessment Panels.  All elected councillors are to be swept off Development Assessment Panels.  So planning policy formulation, as well as development assessment, are being largely stripped from local councils, [and further] ... residents’ ability to comment on new development applications will be severely 
curtailed.” 

The passing of this Bill will create urban consolidation through infill, high rise blocks of flats especially along transport corridors, an increase in residential density and a reduction in residential amenity. Look elsewhere and witness the demise of the quarter acre block. 
We know of no plans to interfere with Colonel Light Gardens and are comforted by our State Heritage Listing, but all legislation can be amended or rescinded. 

Graeme. 

Subscriptions now due 
I/We would like to become/remain a financial member of the CLGRA Inc.  
My/our subscription of $3.00 per person for the 2016/17 calendar year is enclosed. 
  Name/s…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
  Address………………………………………………Ph…………………………………. 
  Email:……………………………………………………………………………………… 
  Please forward application and subscription to the Treasurer: 
  Graeme Bradley, 3 Doncaster Avenue, Colonel Light Gardens, or   Electronically, BSB 105075, A/C# 296914540 (Please identify yourself in the reference) 

The Good Old Days...Or Not! by an East Parkway Resident 
In the early 80’s, regular collisions occurred as cars raced from the city down East Parkway avoiding the congestion of Goodwood Road to the west and Belair road to the east.  This route made for a great test of driving skills and abilities as drivers regularly exceeded the 60km/h speed limit and negotiated the many curves, twists and turns as they approached Springbank Road.  Problem was that there were a couple of “fast tracks” travelling directly across East Parkway as an escape route 
from Goodwood Road.  One of them was Windsor Avenue. 
Living in close proximity to this intersection (no give way or stop signs in those days), I regularly kept blankets and a first aid kit close to the front door ready to rush out and attend to collision victims.  On one occasion my television viewing was interrupted when one car brought down power lines after a particularly bad prang.  In those days, we were also able to park our cars on the verge thus clearing the way for the many speedsters to strut their stuff. 
Today, 50km/h applies, Windsor is closed off from Goodwood Road (to become part of the playground at the CLG Primary School), give way signs have been erected and verge parking is banned.  Now our East Parkway race track has become a large parking lot with cars and buses regularly stopping to let oncoming traffic through, which can 
cause some frustration. 
But on balance I figure I probably prefer to put up with a bit of inconvenience than return to the carnage I used to witness in the “good old days”.  Now, 36 years later it still remains a pleasure to come home from work, turn into any of the beautiful streets of CLG and immerse yourself in the ambience of green verges, beautiful street trees and lovely traditional family homes.  I know why I live here. 

Street Trees 
Did you know that each street in Colonel Light Gardens has a different species of tree that lines the road?  It is actually one of the most significant landscape features of Colonel Light Gardens and forms an integral part of the planning of the Garden suburb.    Whether it is the stunning Jacarandas on Broadway, the Flowering Gums on Prince George Parade or the White Cedars on Penang Avenue, each street has its own identity. 
However, some trees are naturally reaching the end of their lives and have to be removed and replaced.  Any new tree planting should reflect the original species, but we are aware of examples where this has not been the case.  For example, Claret Ashes have been inconsistently planted on West Parkway, Windsor Avenue, Lincoln Avenue and Winchester Avenue. 
If anyone has concerns about a replacement tree being inconsistent or any tree related queries, either let us know or contact Mitcham Council direct on 8272 8888.  However, the council cannot water all trees on a required basis.  If you have a new tree on your street that is  looking distressed from the recent heat, why not once a week water it 
to help it survive. 


